Group-based signal control is one of the most prevalent control schemes in the European countries. The major advantage of group-based control is its capability in providing flexible phase structures. The current group-based control systems are usually implemented with rather simple timing logics, e.g. vehicle actuated logic. However, such a timing logic is not sufficient to respond to the traffic environment whose inputs, i.e. traffic demands, dynamically change over time. Therefore, the primary objective of this paper is to formulate the existing group-based signal controller as a multi-agent system. The proposed signal control system is capable of making intelligent timing decisions by utilizing machine learning techniques. In this regard, reinforcement learning is a potential solution because of its self-learning properties in a dynamic environment. This paper, thus, proposes an adaptive signal control system, enabled by a reinforcement learning algorithm, in the context of group-based phasing technique. Two different learning algorithms, Q-learning and SARSA, have been investigated and tested on a four-legged intersection. The experiments are carried out by means of an open-source traffic simulation tool, SUMO. Performances on traffic mobility of the adaptive groupbased signal control systems are compared against those of a well-established group-based fixed time control system. In the testbed experiments, simulation results reveal that the learning-based adaptive signal controller outperforms group-based fixed time signal controller with regards to the improvements in traffic mobility efficiency. In addition, SARSA learning is a more suitable implementation for the proposed adaptive group-based signal control system compared to the Q-learning approach.
Introduction
Traffic signal control is a commonly used control facility for urban traffic management. Signal phasing is one of the key elements for designing a signal control system. Phasing techniques are usually classified into two types, groupbased phasing and stage-based phasing. Previous studies have shown that group-based signal control, in comparison to stage-based signal control, has the potential to improve traffic mobility (Wong et al., 2002) and sustainability (Jin et al., 2015) . The major advantage of group-based phasing lies in the aspect of green time allocations, especially when imbalanced traffic demands on different approaches appear. In general, traffic movements associated with larger de-mands deserve relatively longer green time. Group-based control assigns a setting of green times to each single traffic movement rather than a group of compatible movements so that phase pictures are generated considering real-time traffic patterns. Therefore, travel delay caused by the inefficient phase formation can be reduced by applying groupbased phasing techniques. However, the existing group-based control systems usually apply rather simple timing logics while they attempt no real-time systematic optimization. For example, LHOVRA, the dominant isolated signal control strategy in Swedish, is a typical group-based and vehicle actuated control system (Kronborg and Davidsson, 1993) . Although LHOVRA is able to decide extend-or-terminate decisions for the active phase in response to traffic volumes, extension time is fixed during the operation and signal times for a movement merely depend on the presence of vehicles on that movement.
Reinforcement learning (RL) has been considered as a well-suited learning method for traffic signal control application. Thorpe and Anderson (1996) firstly applied a RL algorithm to control an isolated signalized intersection. The simulation results showed that RL-based signal control outperformed fixed time control by reducing average waiting times for all vehicles. Furthermore, Abdoos et al. (2011) proposed a RL-based signal controller that performed better than the fixed-time signal controller irrespective of the settings of traffic demand. In terms of state representations, RL-based research directions, on signal control system, can be divided into two branches, intersection-based approach and vehicle-based approach. Intersection-based states are represented by traffic-related indicators measured on the basis of intersection. For instance, Abdulhai et al. (2003) applied a simple RL technique to an isolated traffic signal, in which states include queue lengths on four approaches and the elapsed phase times of signal controllers. As reported by Prashanth and Bhatnagar (2011) , intersection-based state-space representation suffers from the curse of dimensionality because scale of the state-space of such a representation will dramatically grow as the number of intersections increase. Previous studies have put many efforts on reducing the size of space states when RL-based signal control system is applied on a road network consisting of several intersections. For example, El-Tantawy et al. (2013) implemented the decentralized design for signal control system which is less computationally expensive compared to the centralized system. Prashanth and Bhatnagar (2011) implemented feature-based state representations to reduce the size of state space. If value functions are computed with respect to vehicles during the learning process, such a RL signal control is based on vehicle-based approach. This research direction began from Wiering (2000) who utilized RL to control traffic light agents for the purpose of minimizing the overall waiting time of vehicles. In terms of vehicle-based approaches, the number of states scales acceptably for large networks because it grows linearly with the number of vehicles (Khamis and Gomaa, 2014) . However, the requirements are strict for a vehicle-based control system in a real-world application because vehicles are required to high-frequently send their travel information to the signal controller in order to update state information. Kosonen (2003) presented a pioneering step in formulating group-based as an agent-based system. He applied fuzzy logic as the timing logic. Although fuzzy inference is more representative compared with vehicle actuated timing logic, the control system cannot continuously optimize fuzzy control parameters in response to the changes in the traffic environment. Therefore, the primary goal of this paper is to propose a multi-agent signal control system, in the context of group-based phasing techniques, by using reinforcement learning technique. The proposed signal control system can on-line generate intelligent signal timings based on traffic conditions on the entire intersection. In this study, state representation is intersection-based due to the existing infrastructure situations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Next section presents adaptive group-based signal control system in multi-agent system framework. Design elements of signal control agent will be interpreted in the subsequent section. Section 4 will describe the testbed experiments. Followed by that, preliminary findings from the experiment results will be elaborated and also discussed.
Adaptive group-based signal control

Group-based phasing
Signal group and phase are two basic components of group-based phasing techniques. A signal group is defined as a group of traffic movements that are always controlled by the same traffic light indications. Phase is the combination of signal groups. In group-based signal control system, timings are directly assigned to signal groups. Fig. 1 gives an example to depict how group-based signal control operates. Signal groups are required to be non-conflict with each other when they form a phase. Conflict matrix is used to determine the conflict relations among signal groups. Here, Fig. 1(c) shows a typical example of conflict matrix. Basically, a gray square (m, n) represents that the corresponding signal group m and signal group n cannot be served simultaneously. Durations of signal groups are normally determined according to traffic demands. For example, traffic demand associated with signal group 2 in Fig. 1(a) is higher than the counterpart of signal group 1. Accordingly, the length of signal group 2 is correspondingly longer and is combined with signal group 3 after signal group 1 terminates. That means signal phases can be flexibly generated based on the real-time traffic patterns (see Fig. 1(b) ).
If a signal group is activated, the system automatically searches for another signal group to switch to when it is terminated. The substitute signal group is named as a "candidate signal group". Signal group cannot be nominated as a candidate signal group if it has already been activated once in the current cycle, or it has conflicts with the rest of signal groups in the current phase. If the candidate signal groups are not existing, the ordered-to-terminate signal group has to wait until all signal groups in current phase are ordered to terminate. During the waiting time, the ordered-to-terminate signal group shows green indication but no detections are further reported to that signal group. Such a green period is named as passive green time.
Distributed multi-agent system
In principle, signal groups can be formulated as individual agents. Specifically, a signal group agent perceives states and feedbacks from traffic environments, learns knowledge based on its learning algorithms and thereafter makes action decisions with respect to its own stored knowledge. Besides, signal group agents are able to receive information from other agents and incorporate the information into their decision-making. Cooperation between agents is achieved by sharing partial information of the states with their neighbors. In this study, neighbors of a signal group consist of the other signal groups that operate in the current phase and the candidate signal group. In addition, central level of manipulation is not required so that every agent pursues its own goals based on its own knowledge. In conclusion, group-based signal control applies a distributed multi-agent control strategy. The final signal timing decision is made considering a trade-off between the agent's own preferences against those of the other agents.
The generalization of a signal group agent can be represented by a tuple as sg = (S, A, N), where S denotes the state set of agent sg; A represents the discrete action space; N is defined as the neighbor domain of agent sg. From a practical point of view, the interactions between traffic environment and signal group control system occur at discrete time. And Fig. 2 briefly illustrates the interaction processes. At each time step, all of the signal group agents perceive states and feedbacks from the traffic environment. Thereafter, signal group agents in current phase communicate with their neighbors. For example, signal group agent 1 receives partial states from agent 2 (signal group agent in the current phase) and from agent 3 (candidate signal group agent). The active agents learn knowledge based on the received states and received feedbacks. The learning algorithm is implemented in the signal group system. Accordingly, actions are taken by the agents with respect to certain action selection policies and their newly gained knowledge.
Intelligent timing by temporal difference algorithms
In line with the theory of reinforcement learning techniques, agent knowledge is represented by a long-run cumulative reward Q(s, a) starting from state s and action a. The cumulative rewards(Q-factors) can only be updated according to the experiences of agents if dynamics of traffic environment are not available. Temporal Difference(TD) algorithms work on the basis of an on-line updating procedure by which Q-factor is immediately updated after the state being visited. TD algorithms aim at finding an optimal solution without completely knowing the environment. Q-learning and SARSA(State-Action-Reward-State-Action) are two typical TD learning algorithms. Both of them have been proven to converge to the optimal value if the agent keeps visiting state-action pairs for an infinite number of times (Barto, 1998) . Mapping between state and action is called as policy. Q-learning is an off-policy learning algorithm meaning that the state-action pair (Q value) directly approximates the optimal Q factors independent of what policy is applied. Besides, SARSA is an on-policy learning algorithm which estimates Q-factor according to a specific behavior policy. The update mechanisms of Q-value for Q-learning and SARSA are shown in Equation 1 and Equation 2.
where state, action, immediate reward and cumulative reward at time t are respectively represented by s t , a t , r t and Q t ; π(a|s t ) is called policy function that is the probability of taking action a t+1 when agent is in state s t ; α ∈ [0, 1] refers to the learning rate. Learning rate determines to what extend the old information will be overridden by the newly acquired information. A value of 0 would make the agent learn nothing while a factor of 1 introduces a greedy learner. γ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the discount rate which accounts for the level of importance for the future rewards. Factor approaching 1 makes the agent more strive for a long-term reward while a factor of 0 makes it short-sighted by only concerning about the newly received reward. Two action update policies, -greedy and softmax, are tested in this paper. If -greedy approach is implemented, the greedy action will be selected in most cases. Greedy action stands for the action by which agent can can achieve the maximum immediate reward (see Equation 4 ). Exploratory actions, randomly selecting from amongst all the other actions, are chosen with probability 1-. Softmax tries to relate values of Q-factor with the probabilities of choosing actions. Equation 5 shows a Boltzmann distribution to determine action-selection probabilities by ranking the estimation of cumulative reward function(Q). The highest selection probability is still given to the greedy action.
where is the greedy selection rate; s a is the size of action set; τ is a positive parameter. In softmax policy approach, the higher value of τ is, the greater difference in selection probability for actions that differ in Q-value.
Design elements of signal control system
The proposed adaptive group-based signal control is tested on a symbolic traffic network. The focus, so far, has been on a four-armed isolated intersection. Layout of the study network is shown in Fig. 3 . In this study, detector configuration is in accordance with Swedish LHOVRA control system. On each lane, a long detector is placed close to stop line while a short detector is placed 80 meters upstream from the stop line. In this study, eight signal group agents (shown on the right in Fig. 3 ) are defined in the testbed and the right-turn directions are not regulated by traffic lights.
State representation
States, here, are required to be accessible by signal control system under the current infrastructure situations. Therefore, states are either reported by detectors or provided by signal controllers. The functionality of short detectors is to estimate the level of traffic volume through reporting time gaps between vehicles. For instance, the gap between vehicles will be reduced if traffic flow increases. Besides, long detectors send occupancy status to signal controller to determine whether vehicles are approaching to the stop line. Signal controller is responsible for providing two other types of states. They are elapsed green time and phase scenario. We begin to count elapsed green time when the minimum green time is passed. In this paper, minimum value of elapsed green time is defined as 5 seconds while the maximum value of elapsed green time is 50 seconds. Range of elapsed green time is transformed to a scale from 0 to 9. Phase scenario represents whether the signal group agent has to wait or not for the other signal groups in current phase. Considering the information sent by the neighbors, seven feature-based states in total, are designed in the proposed signal control system (see Equation 6 ). S = (gap, occ, green status, phase scenario, gap cand , occ cand , max green status) 
where gap, occ, green status and phase scenario are gap state, occupancy state, green time state and phase scenario state, respectively; gap cand and occ cand present gap and occ states for the candidate signal group, respectively; max green status represents the maximum value of green status among the other signal groups in the current phase; lowest gap denotes the lowest time gap reported by the short detectors that are associated with the same signal group agent; gap thre is a user-defined gap threshold; occ i denotes the occupancy status on lane i, if occ i = 1, it means that there are vehicles driving on the long detector within the last time step; ela green represents the length of elapsed green time; sg wait = T rue indicates that signal group agent has to wait for the other agents until all the signal groups are ordered to terminate;
Action definition
Generally, actions taken by a signal group agent are either to order to terminate the signal group at the current time point or to extend the green time. Minimum green times are assigned to signal group agents so that all signal groups will appear once in a cycle. Further, maximum green time is also defined to guarantee that the signal extension, in principle, is not authorized all the time. Therefore, termination action is only valid when the minimum green time is elapsed. Extended green time is with limit on the maximum green time. Note that signal agents are not accessible to the traffic states when vehicles are driving in the area between detector D80 and detector D10. It is assumed that the normal time for vehicles driving from detector D80 to the tail of detector D10 varies from three seconds to four seconds under the environment with 60km/h speed limit. Regarding the aforementioned properties of signal control system, action space is defined as A =< terminate, one sec ext, three sec ext, four sec ext >, where terminate represents the situation where the agent is ordered to terminate; one sec ext, three sec ext and four sec ext respectively denote that green times of active signal group are extended by one, three and four seconds. When signal group is ordered to terminate, the subsequent signal group status is determined by whether signal group agent has to wait for other signal groups. The status changes to passive green if signal group has to wait for others. While signal group agent will terminate after accounting for the minimum green time, yellow time and clearance times if it is not required to wait for others. The size of an action-state space results in 4 * (2 * 2 * 10 * 2 * 2 * 2 * 10) = 12800 which is within a manageable size to be stored as a lookup table in the memory of a standard computer.
Reward function
Reward function is defined as the relative reduction of total travel delay caused by the previous action. Signal group agents, associated with the same intersection, share the same value of reward function. D i,t in Equation 7 means the time difference between pre-defined travel time and measured travel time for vehicle i at time point t. Vehicles are counted to compute travel delay when they enter the position which is 80 meters upstream from an intersection. Vehicles are not counted any more when they pass the intersection. Equation 8 shows that the reward function is defined as the relative reduction in total travel delay, compared with a pre-defined reference travel delay. Total travel delay corresponds to all the vehicles that are associated with the intersection. If the reward has a positive value, this implies that travel delay is reduced by executing the previous action. Similarly, a negative reward value indicates that the chosen action results in an relative increase in total travel delay.
where t 0 is the time step for updating the next action; td i,t denotes last-step travel distance of vehicle i at time t; v is the travel speed during the previous time step; vd i,t is the desired speed of vehicle i at time t; I l denotes the set of vehicles that is driving on lane l; L is the set of lanes that are associate with the intersection; td re f is the user-defined total travel delay as a reference.
Simulation-based testbed experiments
In the experiments, adaptive group-based control system is implemented by using Python language. Software-inthe-loop simulation (SILS) framework is applied, in which traffic light indications in traffic simulation are manipulated by the signal control software. Detailed implementations of the SILS framework can be viewed in Jin and Ma (2014) . 0-2h  50  800  75  50  800  75  35  500  40  35  500  40  High  2-4h  60  1200  80  60  1200  80  35  500  40  35  500  40  Medium  4-6h  40  700  70  40  700  70  35  500  40  35  500  40  Low  6-8h  30  400  30  30  400  30  35  500  40  35  500  40  Medium  8-10h  40  750  70  40  750  70  35  500  40  35  500  40  High  10-12h  70  1300  90  70  1300  90  35  500  40  35  500  40 L, T and R represent the turning rates of left-turn, through and right-turn movements, respectively. SUMO version 0.19.0 (Krajzewicz et al., 2012 ) is employed as the simulation component in SILS framework. SUMO provides a socket connection interface, TraCI, for on-line interactions which allow synchronization of traffic light indications. Q-learning and SARSA are implemented as the learning algorithms for the control system. We performed 1,000 one-hour simulation runs to train signal controllers (basically to update Q-factors). Average travel delay time is the mobility indicator for transportation system. For the purpose of avoiding the effects of initial vehicle loadings, signal group agents begin to learn knowledge after 900 seconds simulation. In each experiment, learning parameters have been tuned and the ones yielding good results are chosen. Fig. 4 demonstrates the learning processes for different learning algorithms. The graph on the left compares softmax and -greedy approaches for Q learning while the graph on the right shows the counterpart of SARSA learning. Mean value of average travel delay for the previous 100 runs is computed and a line passing through these values is drawn. The moving average values depict trends of convergence.It can be observed from the trend that the more nuanced strategies, softmax, fare better than -greedy regardless of the learning algorithms. -greedy approach simply interleaves the search for better state-action pairs with exploitative periods so that the evolution spends most on re-evaluating the best policy. The estimated cumulative rewards for the rest of population are, thus, less accurate. Softmax, by contrast, concentrates explorations on the most promising individuals and also spends a few simulation runs on the weaker individuals. Therefore, softmax estimation excels at the all of state-action pairs without sacrificing the quality of the best policies discovered. According to the discussions above, softmax policy is applied in the following experiments for both Q-learning and SARSA algorithms. Traffic demand usually varies in different hours of a day. A practical approach should be able to adapt to the variations of traffic demands. We, thus, perform the experiments consisting of 12-hour simulation and three different levels of traffic demands are used in the experiments with the demand changing every two hours (see Table 1 ). Optimized group-based fixed time control is employed as a benchmark system for comparison purpose. The corresponding optimization method was implemented in a previous study . Thirty randomly seeded simulation runs are carried out to make the evaluation results statistically significantly.
Average travel delay resulted from the whole 12-hour simulations is shown in Table 2 . The adaptive group-based controls show very promising overall performances in terms of traffic mobility. SARSA-based signal control system achieves the lowest value of average travel delay (more than 10 % reduction compared to the other two systems). Moreover, we can conclude that SARSA is more stable than Q-learning for the proposed multi-agent signal control system because a low standard deviation, in general, shows a more reliable system. To provide the insight of signal control behaviors with adapting to the changes in the traffic environment. Total travel delay within three minutes for all the vehicles is plotted against time for these three signal control systems (in Fig. 5 ). It can be seen that SARSA-based adaptive signal control system exhibits significantly better performance over the other two control systems. Groupbased fixed time control, for instance, despite being dynamic in generating phase pictures, is unable to be response to the underlying changes of traffic demands. Moreover, Q-learning is relatively unstable especially after the level of traffic demand is changed, meaning that it has problems in dealing with dynamic traffic environment. Q-learning simply assumes that an optimal policy is followed during learning process. It may lead the agents to forget what have been learned for the previous demand levels. SARSA, nevertheless, takes into account the action selection policy and incorporates that into its update mechanism for Q values. The results obtained indicate SARSA learning to be a potential candidate solution for adaptive signal control system in the context of group-based phasing.
Conclusions
The major contribution of this paper is to propose a learning-based control system in the context of group-based phasing techniques. Reinforcement learning offers significant benefits in the applications of real-time traffic signal control system. In this study, we firstly highlighted the relationship between multi-agent system and group-based phasing technique and reviewed the previous researches on RL-based signal control systems. This study has demonstrated the essence of adaptive group-based signal control system enabled by reinforcement learning. On-and offpolicy learning algorithms (Q-learning and SARSA learning) are respectively implemented; and each algorithm is tested with different action selection policies. Preliminary results, from the applications of Q-learning and SARSA learning to an group-based signal control, are encouraging. In terms of traffic mobility, the simulation results showed that RL-based approaches consistently outperform fixed time group-based signal control with a wide margin regardless of the demand levels.Furthermore, the SARSA-based signal group system demonstrates marked superiority due to their abilities to adapt to changing circumstances.
One of the limitations in this study is that the demand levels on two directions (northbound and southbound) are static during the evaluation processes because of the limited computational resources. Therefore, we will further improve the computational efficiency of our control system and consider more operational conditions to address the issue of non-stationary traffic environments. Besides, research is currently under way including the extension of proposed control system on more representative action definitions and state representations. In the future experiments, multi-criteria reward functions are also intended to be considered.
